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May 2022 Newsletter

CEO's Greetings
This month, we’ll be coming together for our first networking
event in over two years – see you in London on 18 May!
 
In other news, the ATC’s Stand Out – Be Outstanding
Competition has kicked off, and we point you towards new
GDPR guidance, help you implement MT, and introduce you
to our partners and new members.
 
Raisa McNab

18 May Networking Event

Stand Out - Be Outstanding

How to implement MT

New GDPR Guides

Partner Profile: Gespoint

Get to know the people behind the ATC’s
Technology and Associate Partners providing
outstanding services and technology solutions
to language service companies. This month,
meet Lara Vazquez from Gespoint translation
management system in Spain.

READ MORE

Collaborative Research

Taegan Jones Skinner’s Dissertation from the
University of Portsmouth’s MA Translation
Studies explores the effect of the well-
documented UK decline in foreign language
learning on language service companies’
access to native English translators.

READ MORE

Member of the Month

The ATC’s Member of the Month is Comtec
Translations, a Midlands-based language
service company that keeps its family business
heritage at its heart, and last year’s winner of
the PM Team of the Year Award.

READ MORE

Welcome New Members

UTC Interpreting

Unsubscribe

Join us in London on Wednesday 18 May for
shop talk, networking, meeting old friends, and
making new ones in the language services
industry with the ATC, LocLunch London, and
Women in Localization UK Chapter. And if the
weather holds, after-work drinks of the rooftop!

READ MORE

Does your company provide services to other
language service companies? If the answer is
yes, you need to take part in the Stand Out – Be
Outstanding Competition in May! Forge new
collaborations and showcase your services to
ATC members.

READ MORE

Implementing MT can be a challenge, but in

May there are two amazing events to get you

going! Sign up for lingo systems’ LSP Tech Talk

on 11 May here. Then join Women in

Localization UK Chapter’s MT Busters on 12

May here. Both totally free of charge!

The new TEW GDPR report sheds light on grey
areas of GDPR implementation and compliance
in the industry, and the updated EUATC GDPR
Guide helps you manage risk with personal data
in content for translation.

READ MORE
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